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COLLECTING QUALITATIVE DATA 

 

How is Qualitative Data Collected? 

 Data collection in qualitative research is part of “circle of activities” the researcher 

engages in 

 Creswell lists 7 such activities: 

1. Locating site/individual 

2. Gaining access and making rapport 

3. Purposefully sampling 

4. Collecting data 

5. Recording information 

6. Resolving field issues 

7. Storing data 
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1. Locating Site/Individual 

 

 In an ETHNOGRAPHIC study, the researcher needs to find: 

 an intact group in a single site  

 where the members have developed shared values, beliefs, and 

assumptions 

 In a PHENOMENOLOGICAL study, the researcher needs to find individuals 

who: 

 Have experienced the phenomenon being studied 

 Can be from a single site or from multiple sites 

 In a CASE STUDY research, the researcher needs to identify: 

 A Site or sites for study such as events, programs, processes, individual 

or individuals. 
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 *In selecting one’s own organization, workplace, friends, or oneself for 

study, there is an issue of power and risk for the researcher. The 

researcher needs multiple strategies to validate the study. 

 Autoethnography- the biographical study of the self- is one option. 

[See next table for detail] 

 In a NARRATIVE study, the researcher needs to find one or more individuals 

who are: 

 Accessible 

 Willing to provide information 

 Distinctive for their accomplishments or ordinariness, or who shed light on 

the issue/phenomenon being explored 
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1. Gaining Access and Making Rapport 

 Before trying to gain permission from site/participants, it is important to get 

research proposal reviewed by campus review committee (Institutional 

Review Board)  

 IRB (Institutional Review Board) reviews research proposals for their 

potential harm on human participants (if it is interactive study) 

 IRB also reviews permission request letters, consent forms, assent forms, 

recruitment fliers, etc. together with the proposal. 

 Once approved, the researcher may begin by contacting “gate keepers”—

people who have access to participants. 

 In settings like Ethiopia where higher education institutions do not have 

Institutional Review Board, researchers should still follow ethical guidelines 

agreed upon universally both for the sake of protecting their participants, as 

well as seamlessly conducting their studies by minimizing potentially 

problematic field issues. 

 

3) Purposeful Sampling Strategy 

 The general sense of purposeful sampling refers to selecting participants who 

can provide relevant information for the study 

 Researchers can sample events, settings, actors, and artifacts. 

 Researchers can sample at the: 

 Site level 

 At the event/process level 

 At the participant level 
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 In qualitative research, sampling is done, not with the purpose of generalization, 

but with the purpose of elucidating the particular/specific case/phenomenon. 
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4) Collecting Data 

 Four major types of data collection strategies: 

 1) Observation (ranging from participant to non-participant) 

 2) Interviews (ranging from close-ended to open-ended) 

 3) Documents (ranging from private to public) 

 4) Audio-visual materials (photographs, compact disks, videos, etc.) 

 Other recent data collection strategies: 

 Journaling 

 E-mail 

 Text-messages 

 Real-time and non-real time virtual interactions 
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5) Recording Information 

** All types of recording in the process of data collection 

6) Resolving Filed Issues 

 Researchers may face several issues on the field which they need to prepare for 

advance. Examples: 

 Being overwhelmed by the amount and richness of potential data 

 Gaining access to sites 

 Convincing individuals to participate in the study 

 Getting individuals collaborate fully during data collection 

 Being confronted with issues of privacy and confidentiality 

 Taking quality field noted (including accurate quotes) during observation 

 Potential misunderstandings of the observer as a “spy” in ethnographic 

studies 

 Participants saying “little,” showing emotional outburst, etc. during 

interview 

 Relationship between interviewer and interviewee (challenges to change it 

from hierarchical to warm, caring, and empowering) 

 Comfort level of participants with different types of data collection 

strategies, including being video-taped or journaling. 

 

7) Storing Data 

 Field notes, transcripts, and rough jottings should be stored confidentially 
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 There should be back-up copy of every file made immediately after data 

collection 
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A) Observation 

 One of the commonly used data collection strategies in qualitative research.  

 Observation requires addressing the following issues: 

 Potential deception of the people being observed – meaning, how much 

information the researcher is going to give participants about what he/she 

is going to observe 

 Impression management – meaning, how the researcher tries to influence 

the participants’ perception of him/her and comfort in his/her presence 

 Potential marginality of the researcher- meaning what role the researcher 

is going to assume between being a participant observer and a non-

participant observer. 

 Participant observer 

 Non-participant observer 

 Spending more time as participant than non-participant observer 

 Spending more time as non-participant than as participant observer 

 Observing first as an “outsider” and then moving to observing as an 

“insider” 

 

 Steps in conducting observation: 

 Select a site to be observed, and obtain permission 

 Identify who/what to observe and for how long 

 Determine the role you are going to assume 

 Design observational protocol 

 Record aspects such as portraits of informant, the physical setting, events 

and activities, and your own reactions 
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 Have someone introduce you as an outsider 

 Be passive and friendly 

 Have fewer objectives in the first few sessions 

 After observing, withdraw slowly thanking participants. 

 

Recording Protocol (Observational Protocol) 

- Is a predesigned form used to record information collected during observation 

- It consists on information about the observational session and “descriptive notes” 

about what is observed. 

- Sample observational protocol [see next page] 
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B)Interview 

 The most common type of data collection mechanism in qualitative study. 

 It can be: 

 Telephone or face-to-face interview 

 One-to-one or focus group interview 

 Phone conversation – when the researcher does not have direct access to the 

individual 

 Drawback– the researcher cannot see the informal communication by the 

interviewee. 

 To do a good interview: 

 Follow ethics in interviewing. Respect participants’ privacy, choice of 

participation/non-participation, place and date of interview, ideas, etc. 

 Ask well composed questions. Pilot and revise them. 

 Develop rapport with the interviewee. Learn as much as you can about 

your participants before meeting. 

 Use good listening. Attentive nonverbal behaviors (e.g., eye contact and 

nodding), and door opening responses to encourage the interviewee to 

open up. 

 Follow up your pre-planned question with a probe. (“what do you mean?” 

“Can you explain that?” “Tell me more,” “then what happened?” etc.) 

 Practice interviewing skills with a partner. 

 Engage the participants into explaining rather than simply responding 

 Be patient while the participants re-construct meaning out of their 

experiences and give lengthy accounts 
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 Don’t harshly “confront” participants for some facts 

 Understand the difference (uniqueness) and individuality of the 

participant  

  Do not project yourself onto the participant 

 Do not do more than 2 interview per-day (not longer than 90 minutes 

each) 

 Transcribe, collect interesting direct quotes, and make additional  notes 

while the interview is still fresh in your mind.  

 Check your audiorecorder regularly! 

 

 A good interviewer has to know: 

 How to word interview questions 

 How to structure the interview protocol 

 How to listen 

 How to probe 

 How to word interview questions: 

 For adults - Irving Seidman (2006) suggests: 

 Using less logical interview questions  

 Avoiding cliché words and phrases 

 Include diversified settings/perspectives to the same issue  

 Maintaining the rapport you initially built  

 For children – Piaget (1996) suggests 
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  Avoid leading/assuming questions 

E.g., “How did the Sun begin?” instead of “Who created the Sun?” 

 Regarding how to Structure the interview protocol: 

 For adults - Irving Seidman (2006) suggests- “three-interview series” 

a. Focused life history              

b. The details of experience     

c. Reflection on the meaning  

 Regarding how to listen: 

 For Adults (& Children) – Anderson & Jack (1991) – Learning to Listen 

 Assume that you don’t know what they are talking about 

 Avoid appropriating and trimming 

 For Children – Duckworth (2006) – The Having of Wonderful Ideas 

 Respect their ideas – show them you are taking their thoughts 

seriously 

 Regarding how to probe: 

 For adults (& children) – Seidman (2006) 

 Know not only HOW to probe, but also WHEN to probe  

 Differentiating between inner voice and public persona 

E.g., “I was new to that position; it was quiet an adventure...I 

had a good time” 

Laughter and sudden pauses 
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 Internalize your interview questions chunk by chunk and weave 

them with their responses …..don’t be too mechanical [don’t see 

nervously on your interview protocol to find out which question 

comes next]! 

 How to avoid doing bad interviews: 

 As much as possible, avoid challenging interviewees  

 Practice interviewing with real people while recording and listen to 

yourself! 

 Avoid subtle communications that you don’t value your own topic 

 Create exactly the kind of setting you want to create 

 

C) Focus Group Discussions (FGD) 

 Focus groups are formed by one or two researchers and several participants (8-

10; max 12) 

 FGD is most appropriate when the researcher wants to understand: 

 Social norms of the community 

 Variation among groups 

 Especially appropriate when trying to learn the needs and conditions of a certain 

social group 

 NOT appropriate for highly personal or sensitive topics 

 FGD sessions are often taped; sometimes, video-recorded to capture group 

dynamics 

 Confidentiality can be maintained by giving names, letters, or pseudonyms to 

each participant before the session begins 
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 The whole session should not be more than about 90 minutes 

 There should be a moderator and a note-taker during FGD 

 Moderator should pose unbiased questions to facilitate discussion 

 

 


